Alliance for HSRU
Scholar to the Faculty – August 10, 2022

Meeting Agenda

Welcome and Introductions

HRSU Goals:
- Double Number of Hispanic Doctoral Students Enrollment in Member Universities
- Increase by 20% the Hispanic Professoriate in Member Universities

Scholar to the Faculty: Initiatives
- Active: Crossing Latinidades: Humanities Research Initiative (UIC: Mellon Foundation)
  https://lals.uic.edu/research-in-lals/crossing-latinidades-humanities-initiative/
- Under Development: Supporting a Cohort of Hispanic STEM Faculty, Students and Postdocs (UCSC: Luce Foundation)

Scholar to the Faculty: Programs and Opportunities at Member Campuses
- Inventory of Campus- or System-Based Programs
- Inventory of Grant Opportunities

Leveraging the Alliance to Transform the Professoriate by 2030
- Coordinating Information Across the Alliance
- Communicating Resources with Faculty and Graduate Students
- Collaborations in the Future

New Items

Adjourn